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What is "Molecular Electronics"?

1. Molecular Materials (for electronics) utilizes the macroscopic properties of organic

compounds ---bulk appications of polymers: eg. LCD, OLED, Solar Cells, other devices

such as diodes/transistors/sensors.

2. Molecular Scale Electronics focus on behaviour of individual organic molecules and

the 3D position control. In short, nanotechnology.

eg. OLED eg. organic solar cell
(printed on a film)

Molecular Electronics

Why bother?

LCD/OLED displays
-part-and-parcel of our lives.
-Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2000
Alan Heeger, Alan MacDiarmid and Hideki
Shirakwa for electrically conductive
polymers.

-Organic solar cells - a cheaper alternative to Si wafer solar cells.

-A desperate need to look for renewable energy sources.
Fossil f uels have revolutionalized the human lif e, giving us surplus in food, improvement
in lif estyle...however:
In the last 50 years, the earth has been changed so drastically as compared to all 200000
years of humanity. The polar ice cap is 40% thinner than 40 years ago. It is estimated
that in 2050, there will be 200 million climate refugees.

Ironically, the Sun provides the earth in 1 hour, the same amount of energy consumed by
all humanity in a year. Yet, we have not succeeded in harvesting this inexhaustible
source ofenergy.

Molecular Materials: Some background knowledge

Inorganic materials - Si/GaAs/InP/GaP
Pros: High performance and conductivity and optical properties
Cons: Expensive and difficult to manufacture (High Temperature Deposition from vapor
reactants. Ultraclean conditions needed. Cost increases with size. Limited to small area
devices.

Organic mater ials - 1. conductive polymers; 2. charge transfer complexes; 3.

buckyballs / f ullerenes; 4. carbon nanotubes

Polymers: process at low temperature over large areas, good mechanical properties,

solution processable (inkjet printing/spin coating), properties can be controlled with

synthesis.

Key requirements: 1. Conduct charge; 2. Emit/absorb light

-conjugation is key

metal

organic semi.
transparent anode

glass

OLED

Injection of charge
Creation of excited state
Emission of Light

Solar Cell

Absorption of light
Creation of excited state
Charge transport

Polaron - Adding or removing of electron leads to reorganization of configuration to
minimize energy.

Exciton - coulombic combination of hole and electron polarons. quantitatively equal
to the energy involved in moving an electron from the HOMO to LUMO of a
molecule. Binding energy is energy released due to this coulombic combination.

dielectric constant of for organic molecules ~2.5
thus V ~ 1.0 eV
that of inorganics >10 (GaAs), thus binding energy V ~
0.1eV

Higher binding energy---> tend not to dissociate spontaneously. able to hop from
one molecule to another ----> most conjugated/longer one ---> less energy

excitation

HPEP

exciton

molecule 1 returns to ground state
molecule 2 gets excited
exciton 'hops' to longest most conjugated chain
(smallest HOMO-LUMO gap)

HOMO-LUMO gap
Eventually, exciton decays and
emits light.
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In polymers: several molecules with different chain lengths and different extents of
conjugation.

Exciton transfers to lower band gap via diffusion.

lifetime in polymer ~100ps to 10ns
Diffusion length ~2 to 10nm

For exciton to form, energy absorbed has to be higher than band gap
of molecule. For high energy, excitons can form on most chains short
or long. Exciton then moves from short to long chains and becomes
localized as long chains becomes less available. ---> narrow
emission.

For low energy excitation, exciton forms on long chains only, localized and emit.

narrow emission is needed for color quality of LEDs.

OLEDs - Basic Operation (monolayer device)

polymer

anode cathode

energy

charge
transport

energy

combination
and emission of hv

A closer look...band diagrams!!

E

cathode

anode

polymer

E = 0

EF
cathode

EF
anode

cathode

anode

= work function

EF = fermi level

EA = electron affinity

IP= ionization

potentialEAIP

Without contact

Fermi levels of electrodes are misaligned. Upon contact, the electrons will start moving from
cathode to the anode, thus increasing the work function of the former and decreasing the
work function of the latter until the fermi levels are aligned ----> equilibrium established.

E

cathode anode

polymer

E = 0

Upon contact, equilibrium is established. At this point V (external) = 0, no

electric supply yet.

EF aligned

layer of +ve
charges

layer of -ve
charges

E

cathode

anode

polymer

E = 0

Now we supply electrical energy V>0

V (external)

e-

e-

hv

Leakage current - any holes that reach cathode without combination with electrons
lead is essentially wasted. The converse is true for electrons.

Efficiency depends on: 1. how easily e- or h+ moves along film; 2. fraction of total

excitons formed that lead to radiative decay; 3. light-out (self absorption)

Optimization involves: 1. choosing good electrodes

Cathode: Li/Ca (high work function) - coated with LiF

Anode: Au/ITO (indium tin oxide)- highly transparent and conductive

2. Choosing polymer -- many variables: good emissive polymer; good e-/h+

transporting.

OLED (Multilayer device)- function of charge transport/light emission

separated.

Li/Ca

cathode

e-

trans-

porting

good

emissive

polymer

h+

trans-

porting

ITO

anode
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Li/Ca

cathode

e-

trans-

porting

good

emissive

polymer

h+

trans-

porting

ITO

anode

1. high mobility for charges
2. good injection efficiency from electrode
3. possess suitable band offsets with other organic layers

When an e- and a h+ recombine, the electrons might not be spin-aligned==> triplet state.
Due to quantum mechanism considerations, 75% of such events involve triplets and
decay to groundstate without emitting photons ===>wasted electrical energy.
Thus, production of emission from triplet state is a further means to improve efficiency:
1. longer chains boost % of singlets to as high as 50%. 2. triplet emitting using metal
complexes (doping). 3. using phosphorescent 'guest' material.

n
PPV

n

MEH-PPV

O

O
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Poly(9,9-dialkylfluorene)

Rubrene
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N

N
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N

N

N

Ir(ppy)3

Organic compounds used as emissive layer in OLEDs.
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Copper phthalocyanine

Organic compounds used as hole-transporting layer
(mostly arylamines)
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O
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O
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C6H13
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DFD

Organic compounds used as electron
transporting layer in OLEDs.
-normally oxadiazole groups as they are electron
deficient. thus blocking holes (think leakage current)
and good electron transport.

Other means to optimizing device efficiency include substrate shape, microcavity
structures and blending with inorganic materials.

Application of OLED in displays:

R G B

A display consists of a matrix of contacts made to the top/bottom surfaces of
each organic light-emitting element (pixel). The display is addressed one line at a
time, so if the display has 500 lines of pixels, each pixel will be emitting for
1/500th time. High drive current are needed (I = dV/dt) --->heat issue/power
issue.
2 ways in which pixels can be addressed: actively (for organic EL technology) or
passively.
active matrix OLED (mobile phones/tv):
By integrating the pixels onto a film of transistors (switches), each pixel is now
connected to two transistors. When the drive current passes, one will on/off to
charge a capacitor. while the other provides a voltage needed to provide a
constant current to the pixel. Now the pixel emits the entire frame of time and
high currents are no longer needed. Good for portable devices with limited
battery life.

To generate full color, need to vary
relative intensities of 3 closely spaced,
independently addressed pixels.

side-by-side: Red/Blue/Green OLED subpixels

cathode

anode

organic layer

filter

side-by-side: white OLED with
colored f ilters

filter

blue emitting/UV OLED with
color changing f ilters

Stacked OLED. 3 times the resolution (per pixel).
dif f icult to manufacture.

Solar Cells - similar but more complicated....

3 requirements:
1. Harvest photons from the Sun
2. Charge separation
3. Charge transport to electrodes

HOMO

LUMO

After absorption
of hv

e-

h+

HOMO

LUMO

Charge separation
and transport to electrodes

to cathode

to anode

continuous percolation of
e- and h+ generates a current
to an external circuit.
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Open Circuit Condition: Solar cell not connected to anything. holes collected at the

anode, and electrons collected at cathode. Thus the open circuit voltage (VOC) is

dependent on the difference in workfunctions of the electrodes.

VOC increases until maximum voltage a solar cell

IOC= 0

VOC

Light intensity

f lat-band condition

E

cathode anode

polymer

cathode
anode

polymer

V<VOC

Light intensity
increases

No illumination
V=0

cathode

anode

polymer

V=VOC
Intense

illumination
'flat-band'

V

I

VOC

ISC

Vmax

Imax

Efficiency = (ImaxVmax)

Power input

Two main problems with a simple device (as shown above):
1. why would the exciton dissociate spontaneously in the first place?
2. any pair of e- or h+ could recombine before reaching the electrodes.
3. photon loss (poor absorption of solar spectrum)

Bilayer Device- interface of 2 semiconductors drives separation of exciton

Semi-
conductor 1 Semi-

conductor 2

LUMO

HOMO

hv

p-type

n-type

LUMO

HOMO

organic layer Semiconductor 1 is electron-

donating (p-type) and SC 2

is electron-accepting (n-type)

e- prefers to go to lower

LUMO. Thus exciton is

separated. A reduced

%chance of recombination.

Severe limitation of the bilayer device: excitons can only exist over a dist. of 4-20nm.
Any exciton outside the interfacial area is lost. Statiscally only 5% of excitons formed
could dissociate to give charges.
Inverse relationship betwen thickness of material (to improve absorbance) and ease
of photocurrent transfer (internal resistance) ==> typically 100nm.

Is there a way to create several inter f aces throughout the organic layer?

Implications of a bilayer device: VOC is now dependent on the difference in the energy of

the HOMO of the p-type and the LUMO of the n-type.

VOC

Chen, Polym. Chem. 2011, 2, 2707

Morphology Ideal -

-well organized nanostructure with interpenetrating percolation network of two

components for charge-carrier conduction to electrodes.

Hard to maintain such order especially for manufacture (over large areas)

Process is sensitive to: solvent, processing T, relative ratio of polymers, thermal

annealing, primary chemical structure of material.

Bulk Heterojunction OPVs

While a big VOC increases power output, a large band gap of the donor mater ial

would lead to poorer over lap between the device's absorption and solar

spectrum: a 1.1 eV band gap can absorb 77% of solar ir radiation.

Most polymers >2 eV ===> only 30% of solar photons.

Blends of polymers allow morphologies like b to be formed, creating multiple
interfaces which enhances chance for exciton to form near/at an interface.
Some of the most efficient organic solar cells are made using blends of a donor and
acceptor material in the active layer.
Major challenge is stability of blends since they exist in "kinetically trapped"
configurations and thermal migration leads to aggregation of domains (macrophase
separation).

Common materials used in BHJ OPVs:

PCBM first reported in 1995 and has dominated the field as
a n-type semiconductor.
pros: increases stability (photodegradation) of p-type
polymer due to its high affinity for electrons.
cons: absorption spectra is not within useful range.

Phenyl C71-butyric acid methyl ester is sometimes used.
can absorb light at higher wavelengths.

Ph CO2Me

PCBM

Yu, Science 1995, 270, 1789
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(MDMO-PPV):PCBM Blends

O

O

n

MDMO-PPV

-Best efficiency 2.5% Shaheen, Appl. Phys. Lett. 2001, 78, 841.

VOC = 0.82V, ISC= 5.25 mAcm
-2.

-Composition: 1: 4 wt % ratio of polymer:PCBM

Process: chlorobenzene as solvent was crucial. A surface height

variation (after cast) < 1nm (cf . PhMe 10nm, 0.9% efficiency, ISC 2.33

mA cm-2)

Stability: at elevated T, PCBM can diffuse into larger

aggregates through the MDMO-PPV matrix.

Ways prevent this diffusion involve switching PCBM for
other derivatives that are polymerizable (more soluble) or
to use fullerene-containing polyesters which do not aggre-
gate upon heating.

P3HT:PCBM Blends

Drees, J. Mater. Chem. 2005, 15, 5158

S

C6H13

n

P3HT

-dominating the field as the standard of BHJs.
-best efficiency: 5% reported by Heeger, Adv. Mater. 2006, 18, 572; Marks, PNAS

2008, 105, 2783.

Notes: P3HT has optical band gap ~1.9 eV (ideal 1.2-1.7eV) and reasonable

correlations with LUMO-HOMO of PCBM. easy to prepare and handle.

Process: High efficiency is greatly dependent on thermal annealing, which gives P3HT

the long range order: microcrystalline lamellar stacking in solid state -> higher hole mobility

optimum composition was found to be 1: 1 wt % and solvent was chlorobenzene or oDCB.

Annealing at 120 oC 10 min, gives ISC = 11.3 mAcm
-2. An ave. Mw 30000-70000 and PDI

=2 found to be ideal.

Stability: changes <20% during 1000h of sunlight at

70 oC. Yang, Nano Lett. 2005, 5, 579.

Other Promising p-type materials:

C10H21
C10H21

S

N
S

N
S n N S

N
S

N
S n

C8H17
C8H17

S
S

R R
N

S
N

n

Fluorene-based
with PCBM gives 4.2%

Carbazole-based
with PCBM 3.6%

PCPDTBT - true low-band gap ~1.45 eV

high charge mobility,

~5.2% efficiency with additives

but low VOC ~600-700mV (with PCBM)

Other Strategies to improve efficiency:

1. Self-organizing polymer mixtures (to obtain ideal morphology) driven by

thermodynamics.

2. Hybrid solar cells - using inorganic and organic components with complementary

properties.

3. Tandem solar cells - one absorbs blue and the other absorbs red.

4. Dye-sensitized solar cells

Block Copolymer

Sariciftci, Adv. Funct. Mater. 2004, 14, 1005

Sariciftci, Chem. Rev. 2007, 107, 1324
Brabac, Adv. Mater. 2009, 21, 1323.

Composition:1st encouraging result in 2002 when a 1:3 wt% of P3HT:PCBM blend was

used. a 2.8% efficiency and ISC=8.7 mAcm
-2 (highest observed in a organic solar cell).

Brabec, Appl. Phys. Lett. 2002, 81, 3885

Diblock copolymers - their use in organic photovoltaics

coils
-flexibe

-amorphous,

prefers disorder

rods

-rigid, crystalline

-conjugation

-preferred in OPVs

one way to stabilize BHJ is to use block copolymers
-self-assembling (THD) process
called microphase separation (nm scale)

coil-coil

-most conventional

-phase behaviour due

to immiscibility

between disparate

segments of polymer

-spheres/ cylinders/

gyroids/ lamellar

-inherent low charge

mobility/no

overlapping -orbitals

-can be used as

templates/

compatibilizers.

rod-coil
-with pendant conduct-
ive groups placed

along flexible backbone
of coil segment.

rod-rod
-high charge carrier in

both blocks

-lack conformational
flexibility.

rod-containing polymer have more complex phase diagrams
-competing with the microphase sep. is crystallization which can
give rise to more liquid crystalline phases instead of the desired
nanostructures like that of the coil-coil.
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Topham, J. Polym. Sci.: Part B:

Polym. Phys. 2011, 49, 1131

Three ways to use diblock copolymers:

1. Main component in layer

2. as a minor component acting as

compatibilizers to improve/stabilize

blend structure

3. as a template

As main component in active layer:

e.g. PPV-block-P(S-stat-C60MS)

as a donor-acceptor diblock copolymer was more efficient than the blend of the 2 homo-

polymers.
B-diblock copolymer
A-blend

Boer, Polymer 2001, 42, 9097

Ooct

Ooct

Ooct

Ooct
OH

O

C60

N

n
y x

m

rod-block

coil-block with pendant C60

e.g.2. P3HT-block-P4VP-blend-PCBM
was found to be more stable to high heat annealing (simulate ageing) than normal P3HT:
PCBM blends. Max. PCE of 1.2% (with unoptimized devices)

OH

N

S H

C6H13

n

m

PCBM

Weak supramolecular interaction of P4VP to
PCBM. PCBM molecules preferentially
accumulate within coil domains.

Heiser, Adv. Mater. 2010, 22, 763

e.g.3. PvTPA-block-PPerAcr
- a convincing proof-of-principle where the diblock
copolymer outperforms the blend of the homopolymers.
-coil-coil diblock copolymer

O N

tBu

NPh2

O

H2C

N

N

C7H16

C7H16

O

O

O

O

O

11

n m

lef t: blend - m scale

domains

r ight: copolymer - nm scale domains

Lindner, ACIEE 2006, 45, 3364

As compatibilizers:

-stabilizes blends by reducing interfacial energy

between immiscible components.

-one segment of copolymer will be made of

material chemically similar to one of the

components of the blend whereas the other

segment is similar to the other component.

e.g.1 -compatibilizer for P3HT:PCBM blend

-diblock copolymer consists of pendant P3HT

repeat units + pendant fullerene derivatives.

-with 17 wt % of this compat. in blend, thermal

stability greatly improved. Efficiency has no

change even after 10h at 140 oC.

a) before annealing b) 1h 140 oC d)17wt % compat, 1h 140 oC

Sivula, Adv. Mater. 2006, 18, 206

3 years later, P3HT-b-P(SxAy)-C60 was developed as combatibilizer in which only 5

wt % is needed to obtain better result for P3HT:PCBM blends.

Yang, J. Mater. Chem. 2009, 19, 5416

As a template: a diblock copolymer in which one is 'sacrificial'

-choose a copolymer that can form desired nano architectures. then selectively

remove one of the components by degradation- leaving behind a mold where the

voids are now backfilled with the desired material.(dip-coat or electrochem. growth)

-for eg. gyroid architectures can only be accessed with coil-coil copolymers.

e.g. P3HT-b-PLLA as template
-the coiled PLLA block is biodegradable
but often removed by etching once the
nanostructure is fixed.
-fullerene hydroxide instead of PCBM is
used as organic solvents destroy the
template.
-main problems with templating strategy
is the process time and effort involved.

Botiz, Macromolecules 2009, 42, 8211
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Conclusions and Outlook (for organic solar cells)

-diblock copolymer is just one of the many ways to optimize the current BHJs OPV system

that is dominating the field

-so many factors to be considered when designing such a system, and often improving one

factor leads to deterioration of the other.

-a target 10% PCE is often mentioned in literature for these BHJs.

-other systems like the DSSC (7-10% PCE) have their own drawbacks as well.

-more research is needed to improve these systems to match the cost of energy output from

fossil fuels.

Molecular-Scale Electronics

Why bother? An introduction

Si microelectronics - workhorse of today's computer

-metal-oxide-semiconductor transistor MOSFET- 3 terminal device

-faster processing can be obtained by decreasing the size of chip

while keeping the no. of devices constant (or vice versa)

Some say demise of Si microelectronics inevitable - 'top-down'

approach : already billions needed to build machining tools/facilities

for each generation. Every new gen chip needs better speed/power

consumption and yield. Cost rises exponentially.

"There's plenty of room in the bottom"-Richard Feynman (physicist) in 1959

density of 1013-14 devices on a 1cm2 chip possible with organic molecules.

Challenges of MSE: discrete organic transistors/diodes already exist:

-need to make them work faster; -need to address problems of Si microelectronics (heat

dissipation 100W/cm2, cost)

Note: At the nanoscale, quantum mechanical tunnelling becomes significant electrical

conduction process (<5nm). Intermolecular forces like VDW or H-bond becomes very

important.

xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx
processor chip

devices

Types of Devices using Molecular-Scale electronics:
1. Molecular rectifiers (cf. diodes)
2. Molecular switches (cf. memory devices...RAM/Flash storage/transistors)
3. Molecular actuators
4. Molecular logic
5. Quantum computers
6. Nanotube electronics

Molecular Rectification

Conventional rectifier (aka diode): eg. a p-n junction diode

copied f rom Wikipedia

Postulated in 1974 by Aviram and Ratner

NC CN

CNNC

S

S

S

S

acceptor -bridge donor

molecule never synthesized

Applying a f orward bias:
electrons flow from cathode to
LUMO (acceptor) -- tunnel
through CH2 bridge -- HOMO
(donor) to anode.
"down hill"

Applying a reverse bias:
A large -V (applied) is needed for
electrons to flow from anode to
HOMO(donor) --tunnel--LUMO
(acceptor) to cathode

Aviram, Ratner, Chem. Phys. Lett.
1974, 29, 277

a Pentium chip
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Since the Aviram proposal, many D- -A molecules have been synthesized, but none showed

rectification until 1990.

C12H25O
H
N

O

O
H2
C C
H2

Br

NC

CN

CN

NC

Geddes, Appl. Phys. Lett. 1990, 56, 1916

Pt/monolayer/Mg (1mm2)

> +2V lead to exponential increase in I

DDOP-C-BHTCNQ

Mg + DDOP-C-BHTCNQ Mg2+ + DDOP-C-BHTCNQ2-

It was subsequently proven that the rectification is not due to the molecular property of DDOP
-C-BHTCNQ but due to the Schottky barrier between Mg and the BHTCNQ termination.

Geddes, J. Appl. Phys. 1992, 71, 756

C16H33-Q3CNQ and later more D- -A systems

NC16H33

NC CN

CN

First true molecular rectifier - a zwitterionic D+- -A-

-very first reported system used Mg/Pt electrodes

-found that steric hindrance of D and A causes a non-planar

arrangement. Broken conjugation confines MO of D and A to

opposite sides of the bridge.
Ashwell, J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun. 1990, 1374

Origin of rectification verified (with later analogues):
-reproduced on non-oxidizable Au electrodes
-no significant variation in rectification ratio (RR)
by varying alkyl chain length
-exposure of acid/base disrupts then restores I-V
asymmetry
-D-A moiety was positioned exactly midway
between Au-Au electrodes with no change in RR.

Ashwell, J. Mater. Chem. 2005, 15, 1160
Ashwell, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2005, 127, 16238

How would we know what causes rectif ication really?

Possible causes: 1. of dissimilar metals used for electrodes

2. metal-molecule interface like above

3.asymmetric placement of chromophore between electrodes

4.due to asymmetric MO of molecule (true molecular rectification)

Schottky barriers

Metzger, J. Solid State Chem. 2002, 168, 696
Kornilovitch, Phys. Rev. B 2002, 66, 165436

NC10H20
R

S

Au

R = OMe

RR 30 @ 1V

R = NMe2
RR 50 - 150 @ 1V

'Super-rectifier'- DMA-NC60

-sandwiched between Au electrodes

-RR of 20000 @ 1.5V

-rectification persists for 10-20 scans

-0.265 mm2

a combination of organic (5 and I)
and filamentory conduction (3,4
and 2) (metallic behaviour)

-also found that in smaller pads (1 m2),

such RR values were not reproducible

-subsequently realized that filaments of

Au have formed staglamites from bottom

electrode interspersed between the DMA

groups. Metzger, J. Phys. Chem. B 2003, 107, 1021

(Bu2N V)2BuPy
+ I-

N

Bu
NBu2Bu2N

I

-an organic analogue of a Schottky barrier

rectifier -- field induced electron flow

from anion to pyridinium ring (significant

LUMO MO amplitude based on calculations +

such CT is well known for this molecule)

an RR of 90 for forward bias > +1V
most likely

cathode

cathode

if rectification is due to intramolecular transfer (ie D+- -A where D is the aniline and

A is the pyridinium), current will only flow under reverse bias. Since I increases with

+V, the mechanism is interionic. Metzger, J. Phys. Chem. B 2002, 106, 12158

Limitations of molecular rectification:
-A low limit to the rectification possible over a single molecule.

A double barrier tunnelling model with optimized parameters showed that a

maximum of RR =100 (cf. Si p-n junction has RR >100000)

-Rectification capability decays with increased use (due to disruption in LB surface)

Cortie, Nano Lett, 2007, 7, 3018

Mg

0.3 mm2. Anion could be combination of I-, OH- or HCO3
-.

rectification lasts 5-15 cycles
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Engineering materials at the molecular level (nm scale):

-Physisorption - LB (Langmuir-Blodgett) deposition

-chemisorption- LbL or SAM- self assembled monolayer

LB deposition:
pros: 1.% coverage of surface can be measured
(transfer ratio) 2. surface dipoles that form during
chemisorption are avoided.
cons: 1. structure may change over time; 2. any pre-
existing adsorbates are merely covered.

Metzger, J. Phys. Chem. B 2005, 109, 857

eg. of LB-deposition

How are molecules attached to the electrodes?

Electronic switching and memory devices:

-Memories represent by far the largest part of electronic systems ---memories in Pentium
chips occupy >70% of chip area
-memories can be volatile/non-volatile: former meaning memory is lost if power supply is
removed.
-organic memory devices are generally formed by interposing thin layers of organic mole
between 2 electrodes like a cross-bar arrangement where data storage density is limited
to a cross point area.

A variation is using tip of a scanning probe microscope instead
of top electrode for ultrahigh data storage density.

copied from Michael Petty,

Molecular Electronics
From Principles to Prac-

tice, Wiley 2007

red- 'ON' represents bit 1
black- 'OFF'represents bit 0

organic molecules can perform as memory device if
they are bistable - meaning they can switch between
two stable configurations (one is the 'ON' and the
other is 'OFF'.

In the digital world, every process involves a binary system made up of bits that can be 0 or 1

Another requirement is the durability of the
switching capability and a high ON:OFF ratio to
ensure signal pierce background noise (~50 for
computer chip makers)

copied from
Stoddart, Heath, Chem. Phys. Chem.
2002, 3, 519.

Just like what we have witnessed in molecular rectification, sometimes the origin of
switching capability can arise from reasons other than inherent molecular properties
1. intrinsic device capacitance
2. charge storage at defect sites at molecule/electrode interface (can be ruled out by
looking at I-V curve)
3. electrochemical modifcation of electrode materials Heath, Science 2004, 306, 2055

Rotaxane-based (catenane too!) switches

-electromechanically driven molecular motion

-switching between the ground state co-conformation (GSCC) and the metastable

coconformation (MSCC)

This has led to great controversy in literature, in particular to the rotaxanes, and
interested readers are directed to: Service, Science 2003, 302, 556

Stoddard, Heath, JACS 2000, 122, 583; Science 1999, 285, 391.

Williams, Bockrath, Nano Lett. 2004, 4, 569

at +2V, the switch is opened (GSCC) and at -2V switch is
closed (MSCC) with a on/off ratio of 3 to 10. MSCC is high
conductance state and GSCC is low conductance state.

-showed correlation of
physical environment to rate of thermal
relaxation of MSCC ->GSCC
-cycled a few hundred times

Stoddart, Heath, Science 2004, 306, 2055
Stoddart, Heath, Chem. Eur. J. 2004, 10, 6558

With this rotaxane system, the authors fabricated a 64-bit RAM and managed to
store the words "DARPA" and "SRC_CNSI" (10-15min retention, >35 cycles)

each alphabet given a 8-bit
number. eg: R is stored as
"01010010"

Stoddart, Heath, Chem.
Phys. Chem. 2002, 3, 519.
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200nm

A 160000-bit molecular RAM (picture shows 2500 bits)

-33 nm pitch, 1011 bits per 1cm2 (white blood cell)

-memory cell size 0.0011 m2

(modern DRAM 140nm pitch, cell size 0.0408 m2)

-cross-bar arrangement of 400 Ti top nanowires with 400 Si
(doped with P) bot. nanowires sandwiching a monolayer of
rotaxane
-1/0 ratio ~3 to 5
-electrical testing (over a representative area) showed only 25% of bits passed (1/0 ratio >
1.5). main defects due to bad contacts or shorted nanowires.

a defect map

-main problem: switching capability of bits survive ~6 cycles
thermal relaxation of '1' to '0' was on average of 90 min.

Stoddart, Heath, Nature 2007, 445, 414

"Nanotrap" Memory

-nanoparticles of metal is key to switching capability, non-volatility and bistability

Al/AIDCN/Al/AIDCN/Al

N

H
NNC

NC

NH2

Al
electrode

AIDCN (30 nm)

Al nanoparticles
discrete particles (5nm)

glass

-Al NPs deposited by slow
evap. of metal vapor. high
control needed.
-a thin layer of Al2O3 exist

around Al NPs

2.2 V is the
switching V

changing the bias turns the device 'OFF'

-switching speed is in ns scale (v. fast)

-104 on/off ratio (good)

-no report on memory retention time scale

-no report cycling

Above a certain bias (2.2V), free e- from
Al tunnel through the barrier in the opp. direction
of the field. The charges then get stored at both
ends of nanocluster and this
changes the conductance of the organic layer
'ON'. When bias is removed abruptly, the stored
charges retain the high conductance of the org.
layer

Ma, Appl. Phys. Lett. 2003, 82, 1419

Al/Alq3/Al/Alq3/Al (q = 8-hydroxyquinoline)

-ideal thickness of Al NP layer is 5-10 nm

-on/off ratio ~103

-I-V curve is N-shaped. switched on at V =

3.0V and off at 6.5V

-no report on memory retention or cycling

Bozano, Appl. Phys. Lett. 2004, 84, 607

Al/Au-DT+8HQ+PS/Al (DT=dodecanethiol, PS = polystyrene)

-solution processed (spin coating) instead of vapor deposition of Au

-device is 0.04 mm2

-on/off ratio 105

-turns 'ON' at 2.8V and 'OFF' at -1.8V

-from 'OFF' to ON apply high bias (4V)

-O2/H2O does not affect Vth

-switching performed several (?) times

-<25ns switching speed.

Yang, Nature Mater. 2004, 3, 918

Other molecular memory devices not discussed

-The IBM millipede (2500-3000Gbitscm-2)

-carbon nanotubes

-memory based on molecular movement

-flash memory
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Summary

1. On/off ratio determines how well a circuit can differentiate '0' from '1'. normally 10 is

enough if distribution is narrow.

2. Read time and write/rewrite time

3. Cycling endurance 1012 is the standard benchmark for commercial devices.

4. Retention time: commercial DRAM have retention time (ms). HDD/flash (years)

5. Ruggedness

6. Cost

One last example ...

Hybrid organic/semiconductor memory

-a collection of porphyrins (redox-active) attached to a p-type Si surface.

-porphyrins can form -cation radicals that are stable under ambient conditions

-multiple cationic states accessbile at low potential (<1.6V) => multibit storage at low power

consumption

-retention time 10s of min

-anchoring porphyrins to Si is slightly harder than self-assembly on Au due to need for

control.

-porphyrins have 2 stable oxidation states (0, 1, 2) and triple-decker architectures have 4

(0,1,2,3,4)

-molecules stable up to 400 oC (strong Si-O bond) and 1012 cycles (delocalization of +

charge over many atoms) Bocian, Science 2003, 302, 1543
Roth, JACS 2003, 125, 505

Roth, J. Mater. Chem. 2001, 11, 1162
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